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Who was Saint George?

On 23rd April English people celebrate Saint
George’s Day.
Day Saint George is the Patron Saint
or special saint of of England.

Scaly blue dragons …
The reluctant dragon (story starter)
Teacher information

Who was Saint George?

George was a soldier who
served the Roman Emperor
about 200 years after Jesus
died.
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When George became a
Christian he left the Roman
army because at that time
the soldiers had been ordered
to search out all Christians
and put them in prison.
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When George
learned what had
been happening he
fought with the
dragon. Some say
he killed the
dragon, others say
that he saved the
princess but spared
the dragon’s life
but all agree that
he was very, very
brave.
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the dragon,
but it did
teach them
two very
important
lessons……
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Some churches
are named
after him too
but who was
he?

George gave away everything that he owned and set
off to do good deeds and to help people lead better
lives.
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The best
known story
about him is
the story of
George and
the dragon.
At first the
story was just
told but later
it was written down. This book is 700 years old and it tells
his story.
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George explained that he
had got the strength to
kill the dragon only
because he was a
Christian and believed in
Jesus. The people wanted
to know who this Jesus
was and so he told them.
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Then all the people wanted to be Christians too.

When the English heard the story of George and
the dragon they were so impressed that they made
him their special saint. Of course many of them
didn’t really believe the story of George and
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This school is named
after him and this pub
sign has a picture of
him.
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The story
tells of
the time
that
George
came to a
city that
was being
terrorized
by a
dragon.
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After that George left the city and had many more
adventures, doing good wherever he went.
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Much later, the story of
George and the dragon
was told to the English
knights. The knights had
gone out to parts of the
world where Christians
had been imprisoned by
the Roman soldiers to try
to free them.
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This is the George Cross medal.
medal

The lessons were …
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First, to help those in need and second, that a
person with great faith can perform wonderful
deeds!

It can be awarded to anyone who
has done something very, very brave
whether they
are a soldier or
a civilian.
A civilian is a
person who is
not a soldier.
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George lived so long ago that
nobody knows much about his life
or what he looked like. Many
artists have painted pictures of
what they thought he was like.
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This is a very old painting of him
carrying a flag. The flag is the
Cross of Saint George and on
St. George’s Day you can often see
people flying the flag.

At first the people had managed to keep the
dragon away by feeding it two sheep a day but
when they ran out of sheep they had been forced
to give it their young men and women whenever
it was hungry.
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On the day that George
arrived in the city he
found the King’s daughter
tied to a post, weeping,
waiting to be eaten.
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The knights had fought great battles to rescue the
Christians and when they heard the story of
George and the dragon they were so impressed
that some of them thought they had seen George
riding into battle with them.
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The knights carried his flag
which had a red cross on a
white background and they
took his story back to
England when they returned
home.
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Did you notice that there is a picture
of Saint George slaying the dragon
on the silver cross?
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The queen
awards the
George Cross
medal…..

‘For
For acts of the greatest heroism or of the most
conspicuous courage in circumstances of extreme
danger’
danger

Scaly blue dragons are snarling and snapping.
Searching for maidens is their favourite pleasure.
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They’re clever and bold in hiding their gold
I don’t want to meet one or visit his cave!
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When they puff smoke,
When they breathe fire,
When they stamp and snort,

I simply rely on my good friend St. George
And then I don’t feel so scared.
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“It began some nights ago,” said the
shepherd. “You know that cave up
there? Well I never liked it, somehow,
and the sheep never liked it either, and
when sheep don't like a thing there's
generally some reason for it! Well, for
some time there's been faint noises
coming from that cave. Noises like
heavy sighing, with grunts mixed up in
them; and sometimes snoring, far away
down - real snoring, yet somehow not
honest snoring, like you and me snoring,
you know!"
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"I know," said the boy, quietly, “It's all
right, father. Don't you worry. It's only
a dragon.”
The Reluctant Dragon
by Kenneth Grahame

The Reluctant Dragon is an 1898 children's story by Kenneth Grahame
(originally published as a chapter in his book Dream Days), which
served as the key element to the 1941 feature film with the same name
from Walt Disney Productions.
In Grahame's story, a young boy discovers an erudite, mushroom-loving
dragon living in the Downs above his home. The two become friends,
but soon afterwards the dragon is discovered by the townsfolk, who
send for St George to rid them of it. St George, by this time, is quite
elderly and has little interest in slaying dragons, though he resolves to
do it as it is his duty. The boy introduces St George to the dragon, and
the two decide that it would be better for them not to fight. Eventually,
they decide to stage a fake joust between the two combatants. The
dragon appears to have died, and the townsfolk rejoice (though not all
of them, as some had placed bets on the dragon winning). St George
then reveals that the dragon had not died, and assures the townsfolk
that he is not dangerous. The dragon is then accepted by the people.
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Taken from the internet.
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